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Abstract

Humeans are often accused positing laws which fail to explain or are
involved in explanatory circularity. Here, I will argue that these arguments
are confused, but not because of anything to do with Humeanism: rather,
they rest on false assumptions about causal explanation. I’ll show how
these arguments can be neatly sidestepped if one takes on two plausible
commitments which are motivated independently of Humeanism: first,
that laws don’t directly feature in scientific explanation (a view defended
recently by Ruben (1990) and Skow (2016)) and second, the view that
explanation is contrastive. After outlining and motivating these views, I
show how they bear on explanation-based arguments against Humeanism.

Introduction

Humeans hold that laws of nature are merely true generalizations that are, in
some way or another, particularly useful in our inferential practices. Humeans
follow Hume, Mill (1843), Ramsey (1928), and Lewis (1983) in denying neces-
sary connections between distinct events. Since events cannot necessitate other
events, laws of nature must be doing something other than enabling or enforc-
ing such necessitation. But without this necessitation, many authors–including
Lange (2013, 2016), Emery (2019), and Shumener (2017)–have argued that
Humean laws can’t be explanatory. Here, I’ll show that, given plausible as-
sumptions about explanation, these explanation-based arguments fail. The ex-
planatory assumptions I need to show this are well motivated and independent
of the debate between the Humean and the anti-Humean. If I am correct, careful
thinking about explanation shows that the arguments miss their mark, and the
Humean need not significantly alter her philosophical account of lawhood, the
grounding of laws, or invoke a distinction between scientific and metaphysical
explanation.

I’ll set the stage in §1 by getting clear on the assumptions I need to respond
to these arguments, and why I want to. In §1.1, I’ll introduce and motivate the
first of two assumptions I need for my defence: the claim that the causes do
not explain their instances, but instead feature in meta-explanations. On this
view, the laws explain why some events explain some other events. This view
has recently been defended by Ruben (1990) and Skow (2016), and less recently
by Scriven (1962). As this is the more controversial of the two assumptions
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I’ll need, I’ll attempt briefly to motivate it. Next, in §1.2, I’ll introduce and
discuss the second ingredient in my response to explanation-based arguments
against Humeanism: the claim that explanation is contrastive. This is a much
more widely held view. Many authors explicitly endorse this view; most leading
accounts of explanation imply or at least are compatible with it. Consequently,
I will spend less time motivating this view and more time explicating it. Finally,
in §1.3 I’ll provide an all-to-brief overview of the Humean view of laws and
explanation. The details of this view don’t matter for the defence I mount later,
but I take it to be worth my readers’ while to see what Humeanism is and why
it is worth defending.

Having set the stage, I’ll proceed in §2 to consider three explanation-based
objections to Humeanism and show how they run afoul of one or both of my as-
sumptions about explanation: first, that Humean explanation is circular (§2.1),
second, that Humean laws don’t allow for inference to the best explanation
§2.2), and third, that Humean laws cannot explain regularities (§2.3). While
I think that the Humean who denies that laws explain can provide a wholly
convincing response to the first two worries–including the beefed-up versions of
the circularity objection presented by Shumener (2017) and Lange (2016)–my
response to the third worry is more nuanced; here, I think the Humean may still
have some work to do.

1 Setting the Stage

1.1 Laws Don’t Explain

The first of the two assumptions I’ll need is more controversial than the sec-
ond. According to this view, laws don’t feature directly in causal explanations.
Rather, they feature in meta-explanations. According to this view, particular
events e are fully explained by their causes c1, ..., cn. The laws explain why the
causes are causes–why it is that they explain e. This view, or a view like it,
is defended recently and at length in Skow (2016)1, Schneider (2010)2 and dis-
tantly and more briefly in Scriven (1962) and Ruben (1990). A brief note: I’ll
be arguing that laws do not feature in causal scientific explanations; I don’t
mean to commit myself to the claim that all scientific explanation is causal. In
fact, in §2.3, I’ll claim that fundamental laws directly feature in explanations of
nonfundamental laws; plausibly, these explanations are scientific but not causal.

I don’t have time to fully defend this view here, but I do have space to briefly
motivate it, and I think I should. After all, nearly every account of scientific ex-

1Skow quite explicitly does not discuss explanation, but instead focuses on answers to why-
questions which he takes to be reasons. He then discusses what sorts of things are suitable to
be reasons. I believe that everything I say here can be recast as a discussion of reasons why
in Skow’s sense, but as I aim to respond to arguments which are cast in terms of explanation
I will continue to use that terminology.

2“A causal explanation need not mention causality in any way [...] what makes something
a causal explanation, I suggest, is not that it is a fact about causes but that it is grounded in
such a fact” Schneider (2010:327-8).
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planation has featured laws as explanans in some way or another. For example,
the Deductive Nomological (D-N) Model of Hempel and Oppenheim (1948) ex-
plicitly requires explanations to feature both particular events and general laws
amongst the explanans; an explanation is successful only if the explanans re-
quire a law to deductively imply the explanandum. Similarly, the kairetic model
of Strevens (2008) and the difference-making account of Woodward (2003) both
require laws or law-like generalizations to feature as explanans in a fully elu-
cidated explanation (in Woodward’s case, the generalizations are not laws but
invariant structural equations describing counterfactual dependencies. To keep
things simple I will ignore this distinction in the following). What all of these
views share with the D-N account is a necessary condition on successful expla-
nation: in order for an explanation to be successful it must (a) include laws
amongst the explanans and (b) require the laws for a logically or metaphysi-
cally valid deduction of the explanandum. Call (a) and (b) the “law-inclusion
requirement”.

This view is widely held, but it’s a very strange view. After all, the laws–
even on a Humean account–are very different sorts of things than the other
explanans. This is a worry from ontological variety. According to these views,
there are two quite different sorts of things that a causal or scientific explana-
tion requires: both particular events, which cause the explanans, and general
laws–the things which make the causes the causes. The fact that these two sorts
of things are quite different should make us suspicious3. The laws are not par-
ticular events, they are not spatiotemporally restricted. They do not occur or
fail to occur. They are also not subject to manipulation or control, so, if you
are sympathetic to manipulationist accounts of explanation, including the laws
amongst the explanans looks quite strange.

The worry from ontological variety leads to another worry, which I think is
a bit more interesting. I follow Kim (1994) in thinking that explanations track
dependence relations. What’s strange about the law-inclusion requirement is
that the explanandum depends on the laws in a very different way from the
way in which the explanandum depends on its causes. Call this the mixed-
dependence worry. An explanandum causally depends on the particular events
that are amongst the explanans–those are its temporally antecedent causes. But
its dependence on the laws is not causal–the laws are just not the sorts of things
that can be causes. What, then, is their relationship to the explanans? This is
a bit mysterious. For Hempel and Oppenheim, it is deductive implication. But
that is a relationship which holds between statements, not things. Perhaps the
laws necessitate the explanandum–but of course, they don’t. They only neces-
sitate the explanandum together with the event-type explanans. But the event
type explanans already bear a dependence relation to the explanandum–they

3Is explanation a relationship between facts, between statements, or between things? I think
that it is a relation between facts, which requires a dependence between the things those facts
include. Statements of course are relevant insofar as they describe or represent facts. So, I am
committed to an ontic, rather than epistemic, account of explanation. I don’t think that the
distinction between facts, things, and statements will matter much for my arguments, but the
requirement that explanations describe objective dependence relations will.
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cause it. Maybe the the explanandum metaphysically depends on the laws (as
in Emery (2019)). But if this is correct, either the explanandum metaphysically
depends on its causes (which seems strange) or scientific explanation requires a
mixed causal/metaphysical dependence relationship between the explanans and
the explanandum. This makes apparently unified explanations an unattractive
hodgepodge of distinct dependence relationships.

Finally, the law-inclusion requirement creates a strange mismatch between
the sort of explanation and the associated variety of implication. A statement
describing c implies a statement describing e just in case the e-statement holds
at every possible world at which the c-statement holds. On any model of ex-
planation with the law-inclusion requirement, the relevant sort of possibility is
always metaphysical. But this doesn’t allow us to distinguish properly between
different sorts of explanation, which correspond to different sorts of necessity.
Plausibly, mathematical explanation and purely logical explanations imply their
explanandum with mathematical or logical necessity. Similarly, requiring sci-
entific explanations to imply their explanans with the full force of logical or
metaphysical necessity seems extravagant, when nomological necessity is well
understood and fully available (the idea that each sort of explanation is as-
sociated with its own form of possibility and necessity is defended in Bhogal
(forthcoming)).

It’s much more natural, I think, to distinguish between the different ways
in which the explanandum depends on its causes and the laws by giving these
two different sorts of things with their different sorts of relationships to the
explanans different roles to play in our model of explanation. One way to do
this, which I find attractive, is to hold that the explanandum must nomologically
depend on the explanans, where e nomologically depends on c only if e holds at
every nomologically possible world at which c holds.

If this view is correct, the difference between causes and laws in scientific
explanation is akin to the difference between premises and inference rules. If we
model nomological explanation as a deduction, then e nomologically depends on
c only if a statement expressing e can be derived from a statement expressing
c using the laws as inference rules. Call this necessary condition the inference
rule requirement :

Inference Rule Requirement: If c1, ...cn scientifically explain e,
then e follows from c1, ..., cn in a deductive system which includes
the laws as inference rules, and the laws must be essential to the
derivation of e.

The Inference Rule Requirement replaces the Law-Inclusion Requirement,
and retains a special place for the laws in distinctively scientific explanation.

Replacing the Law-Inclusion Requirement with the Inference Rule Require-
ment would leave the content of most models of explanation largely unchanged.
All three accounts of explanation mentioned earlier–the interventionist account
of Woodward (2003), the Kairetic account of Strevens (2008), and Hempel and
Oppenheim’s D-N model–would function in roughly the same way if laws or
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invariant generalizations were taken to be inference rules rather than premises
or explanans. But these formalisms would then better represent the relevant
structure of causal explanation, in which the explanandum depends causally on
the events, and this dependence is itself underwritten by the laws. On such a
view, the different varieties of dependence are clearly and accurately modelled
by the philosophical account of explanation. But note that once we do this,
we are left with a view very like that defended by Skow (2016): laws are not
themselves reasons why some event occurs, but instead reasons why its causes
produce the event.

1.2 Explanatory Contrasts

The second feature of explanation I will appeal to in responding to explanation-
based objections is the fact that explanation is contrastive. I think that this view
is much more widely held, so rather than provide an independent motivation of
it, I’ll take this space to say just what I think the contrastivism of explanation
amounts to. Contrastivism is implicit in (Woodward 2003), where the possible
variable settings produce a set of contrasts, and it is at least compatible with
most other accounts. See also Dretske (1977b), van Fraassen (1980) Hitchcock
(1996), Lipton (2004, ch. 3) and Schaffer (2005) for defences of contrastivism.

Contrastivism, as I’ll discuss it, is the view that both the explanans and
explanandum in an explanation include (often unstated) contrast cases. So, for
example, when I seek to explain why I’m drinking a Pabst Blue Ribbon (here-
after ‘PBR’), I might in one case cite my preference for the taste of PBR over
Heineken; in another context, I might cite the fact that I am thirsty. According
to contrastivism about explanation, this is because in the two cases have dif-
ferent implicit contrasts: in the first case, I’m explaining the (contrastive) fact
that I’m drinking PBR rather than Heineken; in the second case I’m explaining
the fact that I’m drinking PBR rather than nothing.

Similarly, contrastivism holds that the explanans of an explanation also in-
clude often implicit contrasts, and these contrasts are each relevant to producing
the contrast cases in the explanandum. So in these cases the fully explicit ex-
planation which includes the relevant contrasts might be something like:

1 I drink PBR rather than Heineken because I prefer the taste of PBR to
Heineken, rather than the other way around.

2 I drink PBR rather than nothing because I’m thirsty rather than sated.

An important thing to note here (and this will become relevant later) is that
the contrast in the explanans ought to fit the contrasts in the explanandum. If
the explanation takes the general form:

general form: c rather than c′ explains the fact that e rather than
e′,

then it had better be the case both that c leads to e and that c′ leads to e′. The
fact that I’m drinking PBR rather than Heineken isn’t explained by the fact
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that prefer PBR to Heineken rather than preferring Schlitz to PBR, because
preferring Schiltz would not lead to me drinking Heineken rather than PBR.
These contrasts would not fit.

Contrastivism is itself motivated by the idea that explanations are looking
for difference makers. The contrasts in the explanandum tell us what we want
to make a difference between. The contrasts in the explanandum, then, tightly
constrain the contrasts we can have in the explanans. The explanans must show
how the difference is made by showing what would have been required for things
to be different.

Contrastivism is also motivated as a response to some worries concerning
the transitivity of explanation. Often, it seems, explanations can be chained
together. If I offer explanation (1) above, and then tell you that I prefer PBR
to Heineken because I watched Blue Velvet one too many times, intuitively, it
is also the case that I am drinking a PBR because I watched Blue Velvet one
too many times. This transitivity relation can be expressed as follows:

näıve transitivity If a explains b, and b explains c, then a explains
c.

Näıve transitivity has counterexamples. It seems to license the following
inference:

P1 I’m a bit tipsy because I had a PBR.

P2 I had a PBR because I prefer PBR to Heineken.

C I’m a bit tipsy because I prefer PBR to Heineken.

This inference looks bad. It looks bad because I would still be tipsy if I’d
had a Heineken–the brand of beer is too specific to make a difference. What’s
gone wrong here is that we illicitly switched contrasts between P1 and P2: I’m
tipsy because I had a PBR rather than not drinking, whereas my preference for
PBR explains why I had a PBR rather than a Heineken.

This leads to the following contrastive transitivity principle:

contrastive transitivity: If a rather than a′ explains b rather
than b′, and b rather than b′ explains c rather than c′, then a rather
than a′ explains c rather than c′.

This principle eludes the counterexamples (I encourage the reader to check).
Contrastivism claims that explanations involve contextually determined and

often unstated contrasts; because of the role explanatory context plays in the
view, many authors have taken contrastivism to be compatible with epistemic,
but not ontic, accounts of explanation (see for example van Fraassen (1980) for
arguments of this stripe). The worry is something like this: which contrasts are
relevant typically depends on context. But the context depends on the back-
ground knowledge of agents, their epistemic interests, and their conversational
goals. Since the background knowledge, interests, and goals of agents are not
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features of objective dependence relations between events, contrast cases are not
relevant to the in-the-world dependence relations that explanations supposedly
track. Since I just finished a section (§1.1) where I relied on the idea that ex-
planations are backed by real dependence relations, things now look quite fishy:
one of my two ingredients is inspired by an ontic take on explanation, the other
by an epistemic take. Nobody will be happy with both.

Thankfully for me, contrastivism about explanation is both compatible with
and (in my view) requires an ontic understanding of explanation. It’s true that
the relevant contrast cases are set contextually by the epistemic and conver-
sational interests of agents. But once the contrasts in the explanandum are
set, there is an objective fact about what those contrasts depend upon. Our
epistemic interests determine whether I should explain why I’m drinking PBR
rather than Heineken, or instead explain why I’m drinking PBR rather than
not drinking. But once those contrasts are set, epistemic interests are no longer
relevant. When we explicitly write out an explanation in the general form above,
subjective interests have no role to play. The correct explanans are now deter-
mined by the dependence relations that exist in the world. I hold that those
dependence relations are backed by the laws, and specifically that, for a causal
explanation in general form, the laws explain why c leads to e and why c′ leads
to e′.

1.3 The Humean Dream

I now have everything I need to respond to three prominent explanation-based
arguments against Humean reductionism about laws of nature. When I do so,
my aim will be to show, irrespective of what account of laws of nature one favors,
these explanation-based worries are misguided. However, since the discussion of
these arguments has focused on Humeanism, I think that it’s worthwhile for me
to briefly motivate Humeanism, as well as explain why I take Humeanism about
laws and explanation to be compatible with the independently-motivated fea-
tures of explanation I’ve described above. Naturally I hope you find the Humean
view I describe compelling, but please bear in mind that the discussion of the
arguments I’ll embark on in §2 relies only on rejecting the law-inclusion require-
ment and accepting contrastivism.

I think I should start this section by saying what, at the end of the day, I
want. I want a beer. An actual beer. I don’t want a merely possible beer; I’ve
never had one. And though I’ve tried many types of beer I’ve never run into
a counterfactual beer. I am not sure whether I’ve had a necessary beer, and
honestly I don’t much care; if I have, it tasted just like the local contingent
beer.

The interesting question is, given that I am only interested in actual beer,
why do I spend so much of my time thinking about merely possible beers and
entertaining counterfactual beers? The answer, presumably, has something to
do with connecting me to the actual beers. The power of the Humean view is
that if it succeeds it ties the possible and counterfactual beers to the actual ones,
and thereby explains why an actual-beer-interested agent like myself spends so
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much time contemplating nonactual beer4.
These modal notions are interconnected: laws, causation, counterfactuals,

and explanation form a interrelated pack of modal machinery which we employ
when devising strategies to achieve our ends. The traditional Humean picture of
how this goes is as follows: regularities in nature are summarized in laws. These
laws are held fixed when we consider alternative courses of action, and so are
counterfactually stable. Causation and explanation both use counterfactuals to
determine which events made the difference for the occurrence of some target
event, given the laws.

The traditional Humean view of laws is that handed down through Mill
(1843), Ramsey (1928), and Lewis (1983). According to this view, laws are those
general statements which together form a simple, highly informative axiomatic
system of all the truths in the world. Our interest in them boils down to our
interest in making true, deductive inferences. Recently, a number of Humeans
have added more pragmatic considerations to this recipe. In addition to sim-
plicity and informativeness, theorists like Dorst (2018), Hicks (2018), and Jaag
and Loew (2018) argue that the features that pick the laws out of the truths
of the world include things like wide applicability and local informativeness.
These features are supported on broadly pragmatic grounds: they’re features
of generalizations that make them available for inductive discovery and enable
them to produce predictions concerning the small-scale bits of the universe in
which agents act. For these Humeans, the laws are those generalizations which
are best suited to be discovered by embedded agents observing one small part
of the world and applied by those agents when operating in other parts of the
world.

How does this account of laws connect to explanation? A standard view of
explanation holds that explanation is closely related to manipulation: in seeking
an explanation of some Q, we look for those antecedent facts from which that
Q follows. For the Humean, the ‘follows’ here really is just a form of idealized
inference: if the laws and P together determine Q, this just amounts to the
fact that Q could have been inferred from P using the laws. But we know that
in real cases there are impractically many things antecedent to Q on which Q
depends in this way; so we employ what Strevens (2008) calls a “winnowing
procedure” to identify the most salient antecedent events on which Q depends:
those without which, had other things remained constant, Q would not follow.
These are sometimes called ‘minimal difference-makers.’

It’s not hard to see why a beer-interested agent would be motivated to engage
in this sort of practice. By finding the minimal difference-makers, we find those
things which–given our best tools for prediction–will lead to beer with minimal

4A similar agent, the Serious Actualist, can be found in Roberts (2008). The difference
between the Serious Actualist and the Actual Beer-Interested Agent is twofold: the Actual
Beer-Interested Agent wants beer, not truth; she only wants truth if it gets her beer. And the
Serious Actualist turns out to be concerned not only about believing actual truths, but reliably
believing them. The Actual Beer-Interested Agent is happy with lucky beers; explaining her
interest in reliability is, I think, part and parcel to the task of explaining her interest in
modality generally.
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effort or expenditure in similar situations. It is these which we use in practical
decision situations to bring about our desired end. On this understanding of the
role of explanation, an explanation helps us by identifying those factors which,
in similar situations, can be manipulated to bring about our desired ends5.

This story makes sense of the fact that causation plays a central role in both
explanation and decision making. When we provide an explanation of an event,
we list its difference makers. We can then abstract away from this explanation
and come to causal principles. These causal principles can then be used to make
decisions and achieve our goals. Explanations, on the Humean view, seek to find
antecedent events which are such that, if we bring about similar events, we will
get similar results. Laws, on this view, are general principles telling us which
respects of similarity matter. So laws can be used to find both explainers and
the sorts of events which will bring about our goals. But laws are not themselves
(first-order) explainers or the sorts of events which we can use to bring about
our goals, instead, they are abstract principles which link them. We learn what
the laws are by abstracting away from a number of first-order explanations; we
employ them to make decisions and achieve our goals.

In this story about a beer-interested agent’s use for explanation in a Humean
world, the laws and the antecedent events play importantly different roles. The
antecedent events are those things that the agent lines herself up with or pro-
duces in order to achieve her desired beer. The laws are an inferential tool that
help her identify these handles for manipulation. Many accounts of explanation,
including Strevens’, include both roles in the story of what first-order explana-
tion is. But if we are thinking, as we are here, of explanations as attempts to find
the handles that enable us to reach our aims, then it’s important to separate
these roles. The antecedent events are tools use to produce these ends, and so
these explain the later events. The laws cannot be manipulated, and so are not
tools for achieving our ends. Instead, they are tools but for finding the things
that produce the ends; their role is not to explain the events themselves, but
the relationship between them.

2 Consequences for Humeanism

I think that the Humean view sketched here provides us with the resources
to explain our interest in the possible despite the fact that our desires and
experiences are situated in the actual. But many a philosopher doubts that the
vast space of possibilities can be reached in so simple a ship. In this section, I’ll
consider a number of recent challenges to this view. In §2.1, I respond to the
claim that Humean explanation is circular. In §2.2 I address the charge that if
laws don’t explain, we cannot learn them via inference to the best explanation.

5At this point in my Humean story, I’ve appealed directly to the modal notion of manipu-
lation. To give a fully compelling Humean account I would either need to show how this can be
cached out in Humean-friendly terms or argue that this apparent circularity shouldn’t bother
us. But I don’t have the space to do that here, since I’m addressing a completely different
supposed circularity. I point my readers to those papers mentioned above if they wish to see
how this project is going.
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In §2.3, I address the worry that the regularities themselves call out for an
explanation the Humean cannot give.

2.1 The Circularity Objection

Accusations of circularity have dogged Humeans since Dretske (1977b); most
recently and clearly, these have been advanced by Marc Lange (2013, 2016),
as well as Maudlin (2007: 172) and Bird (XXXX). The circularity argument
typically goes like this: (P1) the fact that L is a Humean law is explained by
the totality of particular facts. But, on standard views, (P2) laws explain those
facts! So, by the transitivity of explanation, (C) the facts explain themselves.
Humean responses which grant the second premise–that laws explain the facts–
can be found in Loewer (2012), Hicks and van Elswyk (2015), Marshall (2015),
and Miller (2015).

For reasons given in §1.1 and suggested in Roberts (MS), this argument
doesn’t touch the Humean view presented here: this Humean denies that laws
explain the facts, and for independently-motivated reasons. The argument in
§1.1 doesn’t mention Humeanism, and the view presented in §1.3 cleanly expli-
cates the relevance of unexplanatory laws to agents in a Humean world. So the
Humean can and should deny the second premise. There is no circularity, be-
cause the laws don’t explain the facts at all. (Note that this response improves
upon those of previous authors by dodging Shumener’s (2017) semantic account
of circularity).

Nonetheless, Lange and others remain suspicious that some sort of circular-
ity remains. Lange (2013: 258) addresses this response in a footnote, and Lange
(2016) compares this move to one discussed by Wesley Salmon (1967) in re-
sponse to the problem of induction. Salmon considers a cheeky interlocutor who
uses inductive reasoning to infer that induction works, but never assumes the
principle of uniformity of nature. Salmon claims that this reasoning is nonethe-
less circular, because although it doesn’t use the conclusion as a premise, it does
rely on the conclusion in making the inference. Lange writes:

I suggest that likewise, there are two ways for a purported scientific
explanation to fail because of circularity:

(i’) by using p in the explanans in an explanation of p, or

(ii’) by using p to help explain why (if p obtains) a given q can serve
as part of the explanans in an explanation of p.

(Lange (2016))

This leads to a revised circularity argument (minding our c’s and e’s rather
than p’s and q’s to retain consistency with §1.1):

revised circularity argument

P1 An explanation is problematically circular if it uses e to help explain why
(if e obtains) a given c can serve as part of the explanans in an explanation
of e.
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P2 If the Inference Rule Requirement is true, then the laws explain why (if e
obtains) a given c can serve as part of the explanans in an explanation of
e.

P3 If the laws are Humean, then e helps explain why the laws are what they
are.

IC If the laws are Humean, and the Inference Rule Requirement is true, then
e to helps explain why (if e obtains) a given c can serve as part of the
explanans in an explanation of e (from P2 and P3 via the transitivity of
explanation).

C If the Inference Rule Requirement holds, and the laws are Humean, the
explanation of e is circular (from P1 and IC).

Here, I believe that the inference to the intermediate conclusion fails. It fails
because, as I discussed in §1.2, the correct transitivity principle is a contrastive
principle. P2 and P3 do not have the same contrasts, so they cannot lead to IC.
Importantly, the fact that they do not have the same contrasts does not rest in
any way on Humeanism about laws, or any sort of distinction between different
sorts of explanation6.

To figure out what contrasts feature in the explanans of the second-order
explanation here, we need to first figure out what implicit contrasts are involved
in the explanandum. We need to put the explanation in the general contrastive
form of §1.2. The target of our meta-explanation is, Lange puts it7 (moderately
paraphrased): why (if e obtains) a given c can serve as part of the explanans in
an explanation of e. The relevant contrast case is one in which c cannot serve
as part of the explanans of e. The explanandum here is that c explains e rather
than not explaining it.

Once the explanandum contrasts are explicitly stated, it is much easier to
see what the explanans contrasts will be. The fact that c explains e rather than
not explaining it is itself explained by the fact that the connection between c
and e is lawful rather than accidental. If it had been an accident that c and e,
then c would not explain e. In the general form of §1.2:

Explanatory Claim: The fact that if c then e is a law rather
than an accident explains the fact that c explains e rather than not
explaining e.8

6Note that this contrastivity principle can escape some of the counterexamples to transi-
tivity from Hicks and van Elswyk (2015), and that the response here does not require us to
distinguish different sorts of explanation as in Loewer (2012).

7Unfortunately, although elsewhere in the paper, Lange responds to Hicks and van Elswyk
(2015) by accepting that the correct transitivity principle is contrastive, he does not supply the
contrasts in this metaexplanation. This is because he takes these objections to his argument
to be distinct. Here, I show how they are related.

8Here I’ve suppressed the contrasts in the embedded explanation. The full explanatory
fact is something like “The fact that if c then e and if c′ then e′ are laws rather than both
accidents explains the fact that c rather than c′ explains e rather than e′ rather than not
explaining e rather than e′.” In another footnote I’ll point out why this doesn’t matter for my
argument.
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The important thing here is that neither of the explanandum contrasts are
cases in which e does not occur. So both of the explanans contrasts will also be
cases in which e occurs. So–no matter what view of laws you have–the fact that
e occurred rather than did not occur will simply not be part of the explanation
that c explains e rather than not explaining it. Now, what your view of laws
must do next is explain why if c then e is a law rather than an accident. But
note that if c and e are accidentally, rather than lawfully connected, they still
both occur9. The occurrence of e will not be a difference maker here.

Different views of laws have different explanations of why if c then e is a law
rather than an accident. On a nonHumean view, this will be because if c then e
is backed by your favorite nonHumean whatnots. On a Humean view, if c then
e is a law rather than an accident because it features in the best system, rather
than not featuring in the best system. But note that in order for the relevant
contrasts to line up, and so for transitivity to work, the contrast cases–in which
if c then e is not a part of the best system–will still be cases in which if c then e
is true. If it wasn’t true, it wouldn’t be an accident. Of course, on both Humean
and nonHumean views, one way for if c then e to fail to be a law is for it to be
false. But that way is not relevant to the explanation of c’s explaining e.

I’d also like to point out here that nothing I’ve said here relies on the dubious
counterfactual claim that if if c then e had not been a law, it would have been
true. I do not know whether this counterfactual is true and I don’t care–it’s
simply irrelevant to the evaluation of the relevant contrast cases. The explanans
contrasts here are fixed by the explanandum contrasts, not by counterfactuals
solely concerned with the explanans. Thus the question we’re concerned about
is not if c then e had not been a law, would it have been true? Rather, we are
wondering whether had it been an accident, it would have been true. This is the
question guided by the contrast in the explanandum. And the obvious answer
is yes, it would have been accidentally true.

My guess is that at this point some readers will suspect that I have chosen my
contrast cases too carefully. I do not think that I have done so; the explanadum
contrasts are the ones that seem natural for the premises in the revised circular-
ity argument above. However, I can imagine a creative interlocutor coming up
with a few alternatives. Here are a few I’ve thought of: why, for example, don’t
we explain the fact that c explains e rather than explaining something else? The
answer is that the contrasts must be in some way opposed to one another. But
it is compatible with c explaining e that it also explains other things.

Perhaps we should explain why c explains e rather than explaining e′, where
e′ is the alternative we originally gave for e. By stipulation, e′ did not occur.
And in fact, c rather than c′ explains the fact that e occurred rather than e′.
Why does c rather than c′ not instead explain e′ rather than e? Surely the fact
that e occurs is relevant to the explanation of this fact!

I agree that the fact that e rather than e′ occurred is relevant to the expla-
nation of the fact that c rather than c′ doesn’t explain that e′ rather than e. In

9Here we see why the embedded contrasts do not matter. For if c and e are accidentally,
rather than lawfully, connected, it will still be the case that e occurs rather than e′.
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fact, I think it is the complete explanation of the fact that c doesn’t explain e′. If
something doesn’t occur, it cannot be explained. Of course, the non-occurrence
of e′ has an interesting explanation. That explanation is that c, rather than c′,
occurred. If c′ had occurred, e′ would have had an explanation. But since it did
not occur, it does not require an explanation. Nothing about the laws needs to
be involved here.

Perhaps we should explain why e is explained by c, rather than not occurring.
This is a strange thing to someone to explain. Imagine I asked you why you
ordered a PBR, rather than never existing. I imagine that you would have a
response to this, but that response would involve two distinct explanations:
one explanation for your existing rather than not existing, and another for your
ordering a PBR rather than something else. Not every putative pair of contrasts
has an interesting or unified explanation.

Similarly, to explain why e is explained by c, rather than not occurring, we
have to give two explanations. The first will be an explanation of e’s occurrence
rather than nonoccurrence. But as we’ve discussed, the explanation of that will
be c’s occurrence. Then we will need an explanation for c’s explaining e. But
this will also be the explanation we gave before, and it will presuppose that e
occurs (after all, we’ve already explained that e occurs by citing c.)

Perhaps the suspicious reader thinks we should explain why things like c
cause, explain, or produce things like e. Now, perhaps, the explanation will
involve e, at least if Humeanism is true (I’ll discuss these sorts of explanations
in more depth in §2.3). But even if e is involved, no worries: the fact that things
like c cause, explain, or produce things like e isn’t part of the explanation of c’s
explaining e (rather than not). The fact that c explains e, recall, is explained
by the lawhood, rather than accidenthood, of if c then e, not the distinct fact
that c’s usually produce e’s, so no circularity can arise. The subject has shifted.

I’m confident that a sufficiently suspicious reader will find other potential
contrasts for P2 in the argument above. But not all readers are so suspicious,
and I worry that if I continue down this path more trusting readers will lose
interest and stop following. I hope that the examples given above illustrate my
strategy for responding to similar attempts to choose troublesome contrasts.

2.2 Inference to the Best Explanation

Emery (2019) has presented two arguments for the claim that laws explain
their instances; if these arguments succeed, then the Humean edifice erected in
§1.3 and §1.1 will collapse. The first of these starts by noting that inference
to the best explanation (IBE) is an important part of how science works; on
one popular way of understanding things, it’s the way we learn the laws. We
wander around in the world doing experiments, and then we infer that system of
laws which best explains our experimental results. Although the exact status of
IBE is somewhat contentious, this description of scientific practice seems totally
innocuous. But if it’s correct, it seems, laws must explain their instances. §1.1
and Skow (2016) are straightforwardly mistaken.

Fortunately IBE doesn’t create significant difficulties for the view the view
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presented here. On this view, we are still capable of inferring the laws via IBE
in two steps. First, we infer of some specific event that it explains another–
presumably, by causing it. Then, we infer (via IBE) that the laws explain this
explanatory relationship. So, for example, we might notice that apples fall, and
that the moon orbits the earth. We infer that the mass of the earth causes
or explains both phenomena; we then infer the simplest explanation of this
explanatory fact, namely, Newtonian gravitational laws.

2.3 Explaining Regularities

Emery (2017, 2019) and Lange (2016: 14) present a further difficulty: leaving ro-
bust regularities unexplained violates scientific methodology. But if the Humean
view here presented is correct, that’s not–or at least not obviously–the case. We
can express this objection with one of two slogans: causes explain regularities
or laws explain regularities.

I think it’s important to note here that the topic has shifted. In §1.1, I ar-
gued that the facts about which regularities are laws are explained by particular
facts and do not explain those particular facts. But I haven’t argued that laws
don’t explain regularities10. It could easily be that laws never explain why any
particular person has cancer, but do explain the general fact that cancer typi-
cally follows smoking. On this view, smoking explains cancer; laws explain that
cancer follows smoking.

Of course, an argument that laws don’t explain regularities can quickly be
drummed up. After all, regularities are generalizations about particular facts.
And it’s not wild to read the literature on metaphysical explanation as mostly
agreeing that generalizations are metaphysically explained, or grounded, in their
instances. Those instances of course are particular facts. One can envision an
argument in a style similar to that in §1.1 for the claim that there is no room
for the laws to jump in next to the facts to explain regularities. If the laws
don’t explain the instances, how could they explain regularities? This argument
won’t go through on a view (Humean or not) which holds that laws explain their
instances–since the laws explain the particular facts, and the particular facts
explain the regularities, the laws explain the regularities via the transitivity of
explanation11.

If laws truly don’t explain regularities, then the view I’m advocating here
has some serious bullets to bite. My response strategy is twofold: first, I claim
that fundamental laws directly (partially) explain nonfundamental laws. So on

10This appears to be Skow’s view; Skow holds that even robust regularities, like the fact that
a planet’s radius sweeps out the same area for any two periods of equal time, are explained by
facts about the initial conditions and not the laws. Importantly, though, this doesn’t obviously
follow from the fact that laws don’t explain particular events. Similarly Miller (2015) notes
that on some ways of reading the Humean view, the laws will explain their instances but not
necessarily explain the generalizations. The distinction could go the other way, with laws not
explaining instances but explaining generalizations.

11As I discussed in §1.2, it’s important to remember that transitivity principles for expla-
nation are contrastive. I don’t believe that moving to a contrastive transitivity principle will
block the inference here, though, so as is typical I’ve suppressed the contrasts.
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my view, Newton’s laws enter directly into the explanation of Kepler’s laws.
Any suitably robust regularity will have its robustness explained directly by the
laws. Second, I’ll argue that the proponent of the Inference Rule Requirement
can plausibly claim that regularities that follow from laws are explained, even
if they are not explained by the laws. This, I think, discharges the explanatory
burden of Emery (2019).

In order to make my case, I’ll distinguish three things we might mean by
“regularity”:

(1) Nonfundamental, modally involved generalizations: “All stably orbiting
planets orbit in ellipses,” “Typically, smoking leads to lung cancer.”12

(2) Nonfundamental, amodal generalizations: “In fact, all planets have ellip-
tical orbits.”

(3) Fundamental, amodal generalizations: “In fact, all massive bodies are at-
tracted to one another.”13

Let’s start at the top of the list. Nonfundamental, modally laden generaliza-
tions are often extremely interesting to us, and I think that they are the most
common descriptions of regularities in common parlance. Take the fact men-
tioned above about stable planetary orbits: it is not a fundamental law–it’s not
part of the best system in any sense–but it can be derived from the fundamental
laws together with some facts about the possible or typical initial conditions of
solar systems. Similarly,the fact that smoking typically leads to cancer isn’t part
of the best system, but is made true by quite complicated facts about which
chemical reactions are physically possible together with contingent facts about
how human cells are made up and what smoking involves.

On the view I’m advocating, it’s perfectly legitimate to accept that New-
ton’s laws–together with some quite general boundary conditions–directly ex-
plain facts about which orbits are stable. Specifically, they explain the modal
content of these generalizations–why they hold in a broad range of counterfactual
situations. Similarly, the laws of microphysics can and should enter directly into
an explanation of the fact that typically, smoke leads to cancer. The boundary
conditions by themselves won’t do this, nor will any particular facts about the
initial conditions of the system, or other amodal, merely extensionally defined
generalizations.

It’s important to note here that the target of this explanation is not a mere
regularity. Instead, it’s a modally robust generalization. Laws only enter directly
into the explanation of non-accidental generalizations, even though these non-
fundamental laws may be ceteris parabis or only hold within a limited sphere.
And what the laws directly explain are the modal features of these nonfunda-
mental laws. Newton’s laws directly explain modally laden facts about planetary

12This second generalization might not look modally laden, but it is. Note that there are
possible worlds which are atypical. So the fact that something is typical is not a qualitative or
extensional fact. Similarly, “leading” is usually read as a causal notion rather than a merely
temporal notion.

13Here I’m using “fundamental” in to refer to fundamental laws.
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orbits: for example they explain why all stable orbits are ellipses, even though
they might not explain why all actual orbits are stable, or ellipses. They explain
why these generalizations are laws, rather than accidents. This is compatible
with my earlier rejection of the Law-Inclusion Requirement because these are
no longer causal explanations; rather, they’re grounding explanations for the
modal features of the generalization.

Next, generalizations of type 2: nonmodal, nonfundamental generalizations.
These will also have an explanation, but it need not feature the laws as ex-
planans. Instead, the laws operate in accordance with the Inference Rule Re-
quirement in a standard causal explanation. The explanation will be a causal
explanation featuring whatever contingent facts are required, together with the
laws, to produce the generalization. This might be quite complex, but it need
not be. Take the fact that all actual planetary orbits are ellipses14. This is ex-
plained by the fact that our solar system did not have an atypical initial state;
the particles in the dust cloud that would become our solar system were not so
arranged as to prevent the gravitational agglomeration which led to the planets
forming and creating stable orbits.

What about the nonmodal fundamental generalization that all masses at-
tract one another? It would be bad if this were left unexplained. But as I noted
above, it looks like–if we reject the law-inclusion requirement–this general fact
will not be scientifically explained. For what could explain it? It isn’t caused
by anything. And it can’t be scientifically explained by the laws, because they
don’t feature in explanation. So without the law-inclusion requirement, it looks
unexplained.

This is a problem, because this generalization is not an accident. But if it’s
not an accident, it appears bizarre that it isn’t scientifically explained. Fortu-
nately, a proponent of the Inference Rule Requirement has something interesting
to say here. Because although no particular events explain this generalization,
it is not obviously without an explanation: unlike mere accidental facts, in can
be inferred using the laws as an inference rule. The difference between these
general facts and the particular facts I focused on in §1.1 earlier is that, if the
laws are available as inference rules, the general facts can be inferred with no
premises.

The Inference Rule Requirement is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition
on explanation. But nonetheless it’s easy to see how meeting this necessary
condition can mark the difference between accidental and non-accidental gen-
eralizations. Of course a full account of explanation is needed to determine
whether these generalizations are explained, but it seems to me that a propo-
nent of the Inference Rule Requirement has all the tools she needs to say that
they are non-accidental, and the fact that they are non-accidental is explained
by the laws (where the explanation of their non-accidentality is a second-order
explanation).

Depending on her full model of explanation, the proponent of the Inference

14Dear reader, I know that this is not strictly true, as interplanetary gravitational forces
pull the planets off of perfectly elliptical orbits. But that detail, though important in some
contexts, is not worth worrying about here.
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Rule Requirement should could regard these generalizations as special cases of
scientific explanation. They are explained, but not explained by any facts or
events. They are null explained–explained by the null set of premises. Acciden-
tal facts are not like this–they are unexplained. The difference between null
explained facts and unexplained facts is an important one: unexplained facts
are a cost for a theory; null explained facts are not.15

So long as being null explained is different from being unexplained, the pro-
ponent of the Inference Rule Requirement (and denier of the Law-Inclusion
Requirement) has a tidy explanation of the appearance that laws explain these
generalizations. When someone seeks an explanation of the generalization, noth-
ing can be stated, as there is no particular event or condition that acts as an
explanans. But this does not mean that the generalization is unexplained; rather,
in a trivial sense the explanation has already been given. Anyone who asked for
such an explanation must not know this, so the natural thing for a charita-
ble interlocutor to do is immediately explain why the generalization has been
explained. And the relevant second-order explanation is the law.

3 Conclusion

Humeanism about laws is beset by worries about the explanatory power. Here,
I’ve argued that if these arguments are examined carefully, they fall apart. Not
because they misconstrue the Humean explanatory picture, but because they
are insufficiently explicit about the structure of explanation and the targets of
scientific explanation.

I think that nonHumeans will remain disappointed by the view here. In look-
ing for explanation from the laws, many nonHumeans are seeking what Beebee
(2006) calls the “metaphysical glue” that holds the world together. Humeans
deny that there is any glue, and so can’t make it out of their laws. What I’ve
aimed to point out is that scientific explanation doesn’t require such glue. Now,
I intend to have a beer.
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